Introduction. The juxtaposition of "our" and "alien", according to Yu.S. Stepanov, "in different kinds permeates the whole culture and is one of the main concepts of any collective, mass, folk, national perception, including, of course, Russian. Depending on the size of the team considered we can find in it a somewhat special, but always distinct difference between "Our" and "Alien" (Stepanov, 2004: 126-143) .
This opposition is based on the differences in the system of moral and ethic regulations, customs and traditions, being realized as an antithesis: "we" -"they" / "our -alien", "I -other". There is a concise quotation: "A person as a subject and a personality does not exist without the Other -such unit or starting point, which gives an impression about of a man's commensurability in comparison with peers" (Mullagalieva, 2008: 138) .
Contemplating about the origins of the conceptual opposition "our -alien", Yu.S. Stepanov attributes them to cultural specifics and connects them with the emergence and development of an ethnos. The scientist discerns a behavioural component in this opposition, which, in his opinion, goes back to the animal nature of man and is associated with differing interactions with respect to objects classified as "our" or "alien"; these interactions accordingly range from benevolent and to varying degrees hostile. Based on E. Benvenist's analysis of Indo-European languages, the author proves the existence of this conceptual opposition in all groups of these languages and notes that the concept "our" was originally an awareness of the blood kinship of some a group of people (tribe, clan) within which a person at the same time perceives him-/ herself "... free by birth" and contrasts him-/ herself with "others" -"alien, enemies, slaves" (a friend or a foe concept) (Stepanov, 1997: 480) . Due to the presence of a semantic community, represented in the components of "our tribe, people" and "the place where law and order prevails", the language embodiment of the abovementioned opposition has some specifics in different languages.
As regards the concept "alien", Yu.S. Stepanov points to the peculiarity of its representation in Russian culture because of the relationship and in some cases the contamination with the concept "miracle". This specificity seems fully justified, since "the concept, consisting in the opposition of "our -alien" is in the closest connection with the self-consciousness of an ethnic group and its stereotypical behaviour" (Stepanov, 1997: 486) .
In this context the comparative works are of particular interest. For instance, I.Z. Borisova in the article "The concept of 'alien' in the linguistic worldview" gives the presentation of the binary concept in the Russian, Yakut and French linguistic worldviews. Analyzing phraseological units, the researcher concludes that there are common features in the concept representation in the linguistic cultures under study, which "is evidence of some common perception of the world by representatives of these cultures" (Borisova, 2014: 223) , and also highlights a number of significant differences. Determining the dominant component of the concept, the author notes that in the French linguistic worldview the component "our own" is dominant, which can be explained the self-identification of the French as a nation of enlighteners in relation to other peoples. The Russian linguistic worldview is subject to the "alien" component, which is due to Russia's location between the West and the East and the corresponding need for "self-identification Citation: Revenko, I.V., Osetrova, E.V. (2019) . Two "characters" in the Russian linguistic worldview: "we" and "they". J. Sib. Fed. Univ. Humanit. soc. sci. DOI: 10.17516/1997 -1370 in relation to the 'alien', often through denial". In Yakut culture, the core concept "alien" is the meaning of "other stratum, kin, people" (Borisova, 2014: 223) .
On the basis of dictionaries V.A. Ermakova in her work "Paremic verbalization of opposite 'our -alien' concepts in differently structured languages" defines a meaningful minimum of concepts that make up the binary opposition of "our -alien" in the Russian and English Languages. The author marks similarity of the semantics of the components in the opposition "our own" and "one's own" and tells about the wider semantics of the second component of the opposition in the English language ("other"), which is in addition to the lack of possession or indication of similarities between subject and object "accentuates the existing differences between the subject and the object, their disparateness; ... The word 'Others' in English may also represent a non-personalized group of people" (Ermakova, 2011) .
S.Y. Sazonova in the work "The concept of 'our (own" in the Russian and German language linguistic worldview" uses etymological, phraseological dictionaries and thesauruses for the analysis; she reveals the specifics of the concept of "our (own)" in the Russian and German linguistic worldviews. The author draws a conclusion that there is a similarity in two languages in core ("our", "own") and additional meanings representing the concept (Sazonova, 2010: 150) .
The research material in comparative works includes not only lexicographical sources, but also mass media texts.
The opposition "our -alien" is considered, in particular, in modern studies as a way to describe the Russian linguistic worldview in the structure of metaphorical models found in the German press. N.A. Santsevich in the article "Metaphorical models and the opposition 'own -alien' as a way to describe the linguistic worldview of Russia in the German periodical press" examines how this opposition is used in the monarchical metaphorical model, being realized in the particular varieties: "nation -power (government)" and "the East (Russia) -the West (Germany)", "dangerous -not dangerous"; and in the militaristic model, where the opposition "own -alien" (a friend or a foe) is already embedded in the concept. To actualize the concept "alien" the German mass media use special lexical markers ("spy", "outsider", etc.) (Santsevich, 2002) . The same author in the thesis "Modelling the variability of the linguistic worldview on the basis of the bilingual corpus of journalistic texts (metaphors and semantic oppositions)" carries out a comparative analysis of metaphorical models and the opposition "own -alien" presented in them on the basis of the materials of Russian and German mass media, eventually drawing a conclusion about the variability of the Russian and German linguistic worldviews (Santsevich, 2004) .
In the article "Intentional potential of a pragmatically marked word: the interaction of ideological and evaluative components" by E.Y. Bulygin and T.A. Tripolskaya, the opposition "our own -alien" is considered in the aspect of its axiological content. The "our -alien" component is usually connected with the axiological content in the pragmatic macrocomponent structure, with negative connotation in the overwhelming majority of cases. The researchers define the following vocabulary groups (words) containing the semantic opposition "our -alien" in their meanings:
1. Political lexicon: tovarishchi, tovarishchi iz bratskikh kommunisticheskikh partii, soratniki po partii, vernye lenintsy, zapadnye partnery, politicheskie opponenty, liberaly, demokraty, pochvenniki, patrioty [comrades, comrades from fraternal communist parties, party associates, loyal Leninists, Western partners, political opponents, liberals, democrats, pochvenniks, patriots] , etc.
2. Religious lexicon: pravoslavie, musul 'manstvo, iudaizm, religiia, Bog, Vsevyshnii [Orthodoxy, Islam, Judaism, religion, God, the Almighty], etc.
3. Nominations on national, racial and ethnic grounds, which at all times have potentially contained an ideological component. Being neutral, as according to the dictionaries, in real communication they acquire negative connotations: kavkazets, litso kavkazskoi natsional 'nosti, gruzin, chechenets, nemets, evrei, tsygan, chukcha -politsiia, menedzher -upravlenets, razvedchikshpion [militia -police, manager -administrator, intelligence officer -spy] , etc. (Bulygina, Trypilska, 2015: 12-13) .
The conceptual opposition "our (own)alien" acts as an object not only in linguistic but also in literary studies.
V.V. Kolesov in the work "The world of man in the word of ancient Russia" scrutinises features of representation of the concept in the Old Russian literature. The author spots the expansion of the concept "our (own)": in the world history different people were called by this term at different times, and the development of this terminology consisted in the fact that the circle of "our (own)" constantly enlarged, but at the expense of friends and relatives (Kolesov, 1986: 11) .
Analyzing the representation of this concept in the literature data, V. Zusman acknowledges that the study of this opposition is based on comparison. "Comparison of these concepts includes: 1) comprehending 'one's own' against the background of 'alien'; 2) 'estranging' one's own and imparting 'personal' to the alien. When comparing, one can discover direct connections and feedback coming to the fore. It is also important when the 'own' is retreating, while the 'alien' is approaching" (Zusman, 2003) . Opposition "our (own)" and "alien" is seen by the researcher in relation to other concepts. Thus, in L.N. Tolstoy's novel "War and Peace" one can observe the intersection of the concepts "Austria and Austrians" and "our (own) -alien", which leads to the concretization of the semantic content of the concepts: "The 'own -alien' opposition takes the form of 'deep -superficial'. Our own is deep; the alien is strange, superficial" (Zusman, 2003) . Implementation of the concept in the literary text, as a rule, is associated with the advancement of meaningful for the author semantic components. In Tolstoy's novel, the basis for the characterization of "aliens" is careerism and dry rationalism, while "our own", on the contrary, are always associated with the general course of history, brotherly, folk and communal origins. As a result, as the researcher assumes, "the concepts of 'our own' and 'alien' gradually lose their purely ethnic character in "War and Peace", and, coupled with it, their sharp contrast" (Zusman, 2003) .
In M.M. Prishvin's novel "The Kasheyev's Chain", the concepts of "our (own)" and "alien" are viewed as the basis for the Russia-German opposition. According to L.N. Yurchenko, "the path of the hero of the Kascheev's Chain from Germany to Russia (from alien to one's own) turns out to be the way of the prodigal son of the revolutionary intelligentsia, who has destroyed her home, lost her homeland and now is returning to it. This is the starting point for liberation from the inner blinders and manacles, a return to nature, to the foundations of existence" (Yurchenko, available at: http:// prishvin.lit-info.ru, date of access: 18.12.2018). Analyzing Prishvin's novel "The Kashcheev's Chain", M. Kh. Morozova consociates the opposition "our (own)/alien" with the originality of the image of the land and points out that "the native land ... its extemporaneous power, grandeur, maternal power are presented by the writer as the basis of the great unity of the world" (Morozova, 2014: 56) . L.N. Tretiakova studies the opposition "our (own)/alien" from the standpoint of argumentation theory. She chose A.T. Tvardovsky's poem "Vasily Terkin" as the research material, in which the war divides the opponents into one's own and others, while "our (own)" in this context is filled with such characteristics as honest, responsible, and kind to people; the concept of "alien (other)" forms a nominal field with a number of synonyms: (Tretiakova, 2013: 54) . In the poem, the concept "own" -"alien (other)" is emotionally experienced and reflected through the prism of likings and dislikings, represented by the means of cognitive metaphors (zoomethaphors and religious metaphors). The author of the article finds the sensory characteristic in the zoomethaphor, which is associated with the component "ethnic smell": "The ancient peoples of Europe believed that every nation had a 'different distinctive smell'. In fairy tales of different peoples there are expressions like "There is a smells of this or that people. In A.T. Tvardovsky's poem "Vasily Terkin" German enemies have a bad smell, and everything which is "our (own)" emits wonderful Russian "smell" (Tretiakova, 2013: 55) .
In works devoted to literary studies, the opposition "own-alien" is explored in a slightly different aspect as well. Thus, looking into the specifics of Ershov's literary fairy tale "The Humpbacked Horse", T.V. Rezanova assumes that Russian and German folklore texts could act as possible sources of the plot, noting that "alien (other)" European tradition, being disembogued in the literary Russian fairy tale, becomes "our (own)" due to the eternal and generally valid model of happiness as Good and Life. "Alien (other)" in this sense is completely assimilated with "our (own)" (Rezanova, 2003: 131) . In the article, the folklore opposition "our (own) -alien (other)" is discussed in a traditional way in relation to P.P. Ershov's fairytale poem "The Humpbacked Horse": as a contradiction of "our (own)" and "alien (other)" fairytale worlds, at a higher level -as a contradiction of good and evil, life and death. Ivan the Fool with his humpback horse is the embodiment of a good start, "our (own)" world, which is in conflict with the tsar and chamberlain of the bedchamber, representatives of the other, evil, alien world (Rezanova, 2003: 132) .
One of the components of the concept is its dynamism, i.e. the ability to reflect the transformation of the linguistic consciousness of an ethnos: "Characteristics of the concept are subject to constant changes due to the variability of the nature of being. Their instability can be explained by individual interpretation, which causes many different opinions on the same subject or phenomenon, disagreements among communicators. The communication participants understand the main essence, but deny the opponent's point of view, treating the concept as a phenomenological entity (Krapivkina, 2017: 216) , as, for example, when comprehending "our (own)" and "alien (other)" in a peculiar situation of rumour spreading (Osetrova, 2016) .
The works by I.S. Vykhodtseva (Vykhodtseva, 2006; are devoted to the identification of the concept's content scope. Comparing the representation of the category "our (own)" in folk and elitist cultures, the author distinguishes four thematic groups for the elitist one: "family and clan"; "land, house, property"; "close relations or joint activity"; "external and internal world of man". The category of "alien (other)" in folk culture is represented by two thematic groups: "not of our land, foreign" and "not ours, belonging to others". In elitist culture, this category is expanding, and we can distinguish another thematic group in it, namely "alien, devoid of property" (Vykhodtseva, 2016: 61-62) . On the basis of diachronic analysis, the researcher comes to the conclusion that in Soviet verbal culture the semantics of the concept "our (own) -alien (other)" is transformed: the division into "our (own)" and "alien (other)" is imbued and filled with ideological content. Among "our (own)" there can be found disguised "alien (other)" both in one's own families, between close friends and fellow party members. As for "alien (other)" the most dangerous and strongest are internal enemies, former "one's own". This new ideological content makes the analyzed concept central, basic in the Soviet conceptual sphere (Vykhodtseva, 2016: 63) .
Cultural omnitude of the concept leads to the fact that through it a person habitually explains to him-/ herself and others all kinds of processes and phenomena of modern life. In this connection, we should remember about two well-known illustrative philological works -"The Russian word, our own and someone else's: Studies in the modern Russian language and sociolinguistics" by L.P. Krysin (Krysin, 2004) and "Our" among "alien": myth or reality?" by V.V. Krasnykh (Krasnykh, 2003) , where this opposition is used as the main idea organizing the scientific text.
In general, the binary opposition "our (own)alien (other)" (Rudnev, 1997: 38-39 ) is based on differences in the system of moral and ethical norms, customs and traditions, manifested in the form of antithesis: "we -they", "our -alien", "I -other". Man as a subject and as a person does not exist without the Other -such element, the point of reference, which gives an idea of the commensurability of man in comparison with their peers (Mullagaliyeva, 2008: 138) .
Statement of the problem. According to the authors of this study, the binary concept "our (own) -alien (other)" (Rudnev, 1997: 38-39 ) as a general reference point for textual analysis helps, among other things, to comprehend the ideas of the Russian everyday consciousness about the social structure of the surrounding world, the hierarchy that underlies it, and, no less importantly, to descry the attitude to this hierarchy.
The opposition My -Oni [We -They] , which was mentioned in the title of the present article, is one of the specific linguistic embodiments of the concept, which actualises its subjective constituent. Hence it is a subject of further research.
Methods. Modern linguistics uses a number of methods for analyzing conceptslinguocognitive, conceptual, component, definitional, cluster analysis, whose effectiveness is proved, inter alia, by this study.
Linguocognitive analysis of concepts is used, in particular, in the dissertation study by T.G. Ardasheva (Ardasheva, 2012) ; conceptual analysis as a leading method used to be applied by D.S. Likhachev (Likhachev, 1993) , V.I. Karasik, G.G. Slyshkin (Karasik, 2007; Karasik, Slyshkin, 2008) , E.S. Kubriakova (Kubriakova, 2008; 2009 ), I.G. Serova (Serova, 2007) , D.R. Valeeva (Valeeva, 2018) used component analysis as a way of revealing the content of the concept in the works by N.A. Stadul'skaia (Stadul'skaia, 2012) and A.A. Lepenysheva (Lepenysheva, 2011: 170) .
To solve linguistic problems, one of the most appropriate method, in addition to the aforementioned, can be a hierarchical cluster analysis, the essence of which is consistent combination of smaller clusters into larger or division of larger clusters into smaller ones (Nurgalieva, 2013: 455) . The cluster analysis of emotional concepts has been extensively used by V.Y. Apresyan in his works (Apresyan, 2011a; 2011b) .
As for the study of the conceptual structure -"our (own) -alien (other)" opposition in general and the opposition concept "We -They" in particular, the cluster analysis is applied here insofar as the identification of semantic and discursive embodiments of the concept implies their subsequent typological unification or specification.
The basis of research observations are materials from the authors' textual archive. Decoded conversational dialogues and interviews with modern residents of Krasnoyarsk, a large industrial city of Siberia, are useful for speech studies and various linguistic researches.
In the process of processing the material, we paid attention to quite a large number of contexts, which contain indefinite personal verbal forms: pokupaiut, delaiut, lezut, vygorazhivaiut, soobshchaiut (v militsiiu), (palatku) perevorachivaiut; obsluzhivaiut, razmeshchaiut, remontiruiut, prisposablivaiut [such as [they] buy, make, crawl into someone else's business, protect, report (to the police), turn over (the tent); serve, locate, repair, accommodate], etc.
The grammatical and semantic realizations of these forms in colloquial speech are such that they are actually or potentially included in the syntactic connection with the personal pronoun Oni [They] -a representative of a certain group, collective subject ("some people" in the wording by E.N. Shiriaev).
This group of predicates, as well as their immediate linguistic context, explains the circumstances and details of Their actions, Their characteristics and Their accomplices, which forms a clear specific content. In the same contexts, the collective subject of the author We also functions more or less actively in the world shaped by the language efforts.
The analysis shows that We and They are a part of a certain event-based and qualitative interaction, conditioned by spatial and temporal coordinates. This fact, eventually, 1) allows us to speak of a single semantic space in which these two heroes, singled out by the language consciousness in the ordinary worldview, live and work, and 2) encourages us to reveal their event-based and evaluation semantics, making these subjects (heroes) the object of linguistic analysis, the main results of which are presented below.
Results. Indefiniteness as an apparent characteristic of the subject Oni [They] in a number of cases is backed up the indefiniteness of the locative -typical Tam [There]: [Listen to me / they did everything so that / he got away with it / they couldn't normally / adjudge to in a year / some half a year // Normally it is all done at once].
Oni mne skazali / tak chto-o-o mozhet byt' budet v Paskhu / znach(it) // Tam u nikh raspisanie visit / nado budet ego posmotret'; My von videli / tam zagoraiut / my kak raz cherez
Meanwhile, propositions of social action and movement with a pronounced meaning of activity, which describe actions for which anaphorically represented authorities are responsible, can be neutral : prislali, skazali, otpravili, otdali, uzakonili, pozvonili [sent, said, dispatched, gave, legalized, called] At best, otherness evokes respect, developed alongside the same opposition, but with a changed attribution of evaluation, oriented to the widespread stereotypes "they have, but we do not have" or "they can, while we are not able":
[conversation in a travel agency; manager's monologue]
A As it seems, even such a sacral sphere as the religious one is not free from the assessment of a layman, however, one should admit the caution and correctness of such characteristics, which apply to the external and secondary attributes of the religious rite, without affecting its essence.
Finally, a very special place in our typology is occupied by what we have called the environment of the "alienated our own". In contrast to the above mentioned categories, which have quite perceptible spatial dimension and sometimes even specialized loci -"administration", "place of work", "church", "foreign state", etc., this category has rather blurred borders. To be more precise, these borders are absolutely conventional and are drawn by We in the process of speech. This happens when for some reason the speakers want to designate the distance between themselves and ad hoc Them, who are in their habitual zone and who are ready to part with the fleeting status of alienation, to return again to the boundaries of the usual "We are together with you". Such role mobility is noticeable in the stories about [And when we arrived in Kansk this summer / to her / at the cemetery <...> I am not remembered of / Olga is remembered of // I am not remembered of enough // There / this is someone who / with whose children / we were friends/ they are those / who remember me / and they remember Olga poorly / and those who remember more is the older generation there, of course].
In general, there is a very definite picture of Their life activity. If we take for granted that the linguistic worldview in everyday consciousness is divided into three global spaces -"our own", "alien" and "other", They find the conditions for action and relationships with Us within the boundaries of each of them. "Power", "bosses", "wealthy people" and "criminals" live in the space of alien / other, which in turn is heterogeneous and divided into "bottom" (for criminals) and "top" (for others). As for the sacral or foreign space, They can be naturally attributed to the space of "other", being placed at either the high levels or those "similar to Our" / "low".
They also operate in the space reserved for Our (own). Unlike the above cases, where Their alienation has signs of an inert, frozen characteristic, here it turns out to be very mobile, being easily overcome within a single context. In fact, this is not even alienation, but a certain degree of detachment of the narrator from one of the characters of the story, which is necessary for the author to take the character beyond the boundaries of his/her personal sphere.
The main actor in all the described environments is They. We and/or I, which is the author's active and event-based position coming to the fore from time to time, should be characterized as the second actor. These actors are subject to two semantic modes of interaction. If the speaker chooses a unidirectional interpretation of events, then the "autonomous" mode of description comes into force, and the text itself exerts They (acting without any restrictions) or harmoniously existing We. If the author's view is less unambiguous, it leads to the activation of the semantic mode, which can be characterised as "joint action" of the two withdrawn participants. And then one can observe an unequivocal opposition developing into a conflict.
The expression of both subjects through pronouns is only the primary way of their representation: in the right context it is specified regularly and demonstrably, proving the substantivization of personal pronouns. Both the author of the statement and the listener clearly understand who the pronounced text is about. This content may imply concretization through the introduction of spatial coordinates: v sude, v nalogovoi, v administratsii, naverkhu, v Kitae, v sobore [in court, in the tax office, in the administration, at the top, in China, in the cathedral] , etc; or may give a direct nomination such as: vlast ', nalogovaia, sud'i, menty, beznesmeny, amerikantsy, bogatye, vor'e, mafiia, kommunal' shchiki, organy zdravookhraneniiia [the power, the tax authorities, judges, cops, businessmen, the Americans, the rich, the thieves, the mafia, the public utilities, the health authorities], that is, They; or (prostye) liudi, narod, bol'shinstvo, studenty, rabotiagi, pensionery [(ordinary) people, the folks, the majority, the students, the workers, the pensioners], that is, We.
Often the subject is specified to the maximum extent, up to the introduction of nominations of the process participants, representing a particular group or agency; cf. a typical example:
[conversation between a driver and a passenger during a city trip] A: As can be seen, there are evaluations in the immediate vicinity of the predicate that undoubtedly qualify the described action as negative.
In general, evaluativeness, which is considered to be an optional modus operandi when describing the sphere of interaction between They and We, changes its status, becoming one of the main elements of the description, almost as necessary as, for example, the main proposition or the subject argument (actor). Their being in power and professional activity causes feelings of detachment, indignation, irritation; hopelessness and apathy; or, quite the opposite, satisfaction and approval; cf:
Tam vsia eta mut' // A vse grazhdanskoe stroitel'stvo / i tam / khoziaistvo / narodnoe / oni ego vsiu zhizn' / obdiraiut / che popalo delaiut // Odin pridurok pridet / kukuruzu v kolymskoi tundre seet / drugoi sobiraet kukuruzu / a tolku net // [There's all this gibberish // And all this civil engineering // and there / economy / public / they spend their lives / ripping it off / doing crap // One jerk comes / sows corn in the Kolyma tundra / another collects this corn / and it is no sense //]; and [conversation between a driver and a passenger] A: A oni otremontirovali s"ezd na Sverdlovskuiu / voobshche udobno stalo // A novyi most / chetvertyi / oni otkryli razviazku / khorosho stalo // Ia vchera s pravogo do doma za piat' minut doekhal // Dazhe ne ozhidal / tak bystro! [A: And they have repaired the interchange ramp to Sverdlovskaya St. / all in all it became comfortable // And as for a new bridge fourth / they opened the junction / it became good // Yesterday I came home from the right bank in five minutes // I did not even expect // so quickly!] They are like foreigners and "alienated 'one's own" are able to awaken in the speaker irony, condescension or sympathy:
[conversation between a driver and a passenger during a car ride; characteristics of the Japanese cars are being discussed] A: U nas "iapontsy' pri tridtsati gradusakh uzhe normal'no ne ezdiat // Prosto dazhe ne rasschitany // B: Dazhe zhalko ikh… Net / nu podozhdi // oni zhe delaiut levorukie dlia Evropy // Znachit dolzhny zhe / kak-to i temperaturnyi rezhim uchityvat' // A: Da // No eto tol'ko u levorukikh // [А: In our places "Japanese" at thirty degrees drive no longer normal // Just they have not been even designated for this // B: I even can feel sorry for them... No / well, wait // they do make left-hand for Europe // So they should /somehow take into account temperature mode, too // А: Yes // But it's only right for left-hand cars //].
Our own actions in describing various kinds of social failures cause sympathy, directed by the speaker to him-/herself, more precisely, to the people alike. We evaluate successful actions (from the point of view of society) positively, We are proud of them. In public sphere, this common view as if extrapolates a positive halo to what has not yet been done, but what is planned for the near or the distant future; cf.:
[from the electoral leaflet of the United Russia party] Nasha obshchaia sud'ba -Krasnoiarskii krai [Our common destiny is the Krasnoyarsk Krai];
[from A Just Russia Party's election leaflet] Eti vybory opredeliat nashe budushchee na 5 let vpered. Eto shans vosstanovit' spravedlivost' [These elections will determine our future for five years to come. This is a chance to restore justice];
[from the Communist Party's election leaflet]
Nam predstoit nachat' uskorennoe voskhozhdenie [We have to start the accelerated rise].
Conclusion. As a result, the uncertainty of the subject They, at first glance, developed by the indefinite personal form of the verb predicate and the pronoun There, turns out to be only a mask disguising a superficial uncertainty. It is easily removed by the subsequent context and concretized through the parameters "place" (for example, vo vlasti, na rabote [in power, at work]), "social status of the subject" (chinovniki, nachal'stvo, bogatye, khoziaeva [officials, bosses, the rich, owners] ), "nature of activity" (irrational, useless or correct actions; actions useful for Us -ordinary members of the community, naroda, liudei [people, folks]). The very grammatical uncertainty transforms into semantic markers displaying two certain polar evaluations: 1) distrust and nonconfidence (often in relation to Them) and selfevaluation of rightness and compassion (often in relation to Us).
